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Remco releases resources to help understand HACCP
regulations
ZIONSVILLE, IND (August 28, 2013)- In order to keep the food supply
secure, food safety professionals must understand and implement several
very complex regulations. Remco has created resources to help food
processors better understand those regulations that their facilities must
deal with on a daily basis. Primarily dealing with HACCP regulations, these
resources help those in the food processing industry determine what these
regulations mean for them and their business.
Remco’s white paper, HACCP Planning for Food Safety, details the
essentials of HACCP planning, describing the seven HACCP principles.
There is also an exercise to work through the fundamental thought process
that must be done to fully understand how HACCP works. Readers will
understand how to evaluate hazards and identify CCPs, create a hazard
analysis worksheet and maintain a HACCP plan. You can find the white
paper here: https://app.hubspot.com/content/223495/render/252617518
In addition to the white paper, Remco also has three blog posts discussing
HACCP regulations. Five Things You Might Not Know About HACCP and
Building Your HACCP Plan, Part 1 and Part 2 help those might be just
beginning to learn about HACCP and the challenges it presents, as well as
those familiar with the process. You can find these and many other posts
here: http://web.remcoproducts.com/blog/
###
Remco Products has been designing and manufacturing quality plastic products
for more than 30 years. With the introduction of the one-piece polypropylene
shovel, Remco established itself as an industry pioneer. As the exclusive supplier
to the U.S. of Vikan® products, Remco serves a prominent group of distributors in
a variety of markets, including food processing, pharmaceuticals, safety and
industrial. For more information, please call 317-876-9856, or visit our website,
remcoproducts.com.

